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This  is a warning to all or any Residents selecting a Sales Estate agent to  sell a property in
Mallorca Spain, this is based on first hand  testimonies and factual Real Life occurence that
happened in the sale of  a Property in Mallorca. The Facts and evidence is cast iron showing 
without any doubt the low level lies and scamming tactics in use by this  Agents and Staff in the
Business. The question is how long have they  been acting in this way and just how many
others have been victims of  the upselling and lies made from the staff employed. The initial 
dealings were with the English speaking agent a Mr Charles Westlake-Wood who often lied
on many issues  but became the central go
between and Featured Liar.
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  Do  NOT be fooled by the posh double name or friendly appearance this is  what traps thevictims, the man blatantly lies and fails to work for the  sellers but uses them to move upwardsto sell and make more financial  gains as will be demonstrated later in the Warning Article. Theproperty  which caught him and the Heuther Partners ways of working was a nice 3  bedroomedVilla with sea views all 100% legal and in good order, he  secured having the property on hisbooks by promises of a quick sale and  working for the seller to ensure best price and easysale. The Reality  was a handful of views in 2 years, finally a buyer did arrive loved the  propertyand wanted to buy, contract was made and duly signed however at  the final hour CharlesWestlake-Wood LIES and tells the buyer the home  is illegal !  The buyer obviously gets scaredand does NOT complete. The  reasons he advised Buyer it was illegal was the pool, the path,the  building, the gates the barbecue and a host of other Rubbish and Lies.   He then proceedsto upsell the Buyer to a more higher commision property  or whatever the long term scam wasto be. The short of it all Dodgy Estate Agent Heuther and Partners in Mallorca Spain cost the sale and caused immense stress and worry to the sellers, all on  lies and rubbish. Questionis why?  What is the scam they operate  there?  Subsequently after the property being takenfrom them by the  seller it later sold within months without a single hitch as it proved  it alwayswas LEGAL, contrary to the lies from the Heuther Partner  mouths..            The one thing i bet the Heuther & Partner Porto Cristo Incompetent Crooked PropertyAgents  had not relied on was that the Seller would actually track thebuyer  down and a two was discussion could be made, in this the whole proof of  the lies andstopping the purchase came to light and proved without any  shadow of doubt how they stoppedthe sale for there own scam plans or  whatever? see below justa small extract of the chat regarding the sale.  

  The  full video has the whole chat log between Buyer and seller regarding  the lies she was told.As further proof remember the Villa has now since  sold to a new buyer and everything was asbefore and 100% LEGAL..  Heuther & Partner Porto Cristo LIED so as Property AgentAVOID at all costs  Somethings just stink in the set up.     {youtube}fgQ6uye3Eqs{/youtube}     Heuther & Partner Porto Cristo   
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